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INTROI)UCT ION

In the growing concern about productivity in both military and civilian
domains, error reduction has been overshadowed by interest in output and at-
tendance,in productivity research. The project described in this final report
on Contract N00014-78-C-0024 investigated error reduction in productivity-
related human information processing tasks. Such tasks can be critical to
all kinds of naval operations and maintenance. The tasks initially selected
for examination in this project were copying, detecting, coding, and categoriz-
ing; the last was dropped. Considerable experimental effort was devoted to
the others, though it must be viewed as exploratory rather than definitive.
Outside the psychomotor and sensory fields, relatively little experimental
research has been directed explicitly at variables influencing human error in
repetitive information processing performance (rather than learning). Such is
especially the case for within-subject designs. Whenever a new domain is
studied, more exploration may be needed than was anticipated, as in this proj-
ect.

The category of independent variables of interest can be labelled as "con-
sequation," which may be interpreted to include both information feedback and
reinforcement. Both of these terms mean that an event that follows some per-
formance may influence its future occurrence. A very large number of variables
are involved in the effects of consequation, as a technical report published
as part of this project attests (Parsons, 1979). The form of consequation ex-
amined in the project was verbal, in particular verbal feedback that might be
viewed as either informational, or derogatory/complimentary, or both. Re-
markably little investigation has been accorded aversive verbal consequation
(other than right-wrong studies of knowledge of results), though unfavorable
comments are common events in organizational, family, and other situations.

From a theoretical viewpoint, the project reflected an interest in re-
lating to each other the cognitive area of information feedback (or knowledge
of results) and the behavioral area of reinforcement (and punishment) in
operant conditioning. The information an individual receives after and about
performance and some hedonic consequence, reinforcing or punishing, may oc-
cur together either from separate circumst:inces or in the same verbal comment
from another person. Some cognition-oriented analysts (e.g., Annett, 1969)
have preferred to attribute all effects of conseqIIation to its informational
content. Behaviorists tend to give the entire credit to motivational vari-
ables, reinforcers or punishers. even though their views of behavior include
discriminative stimuli as behavioral outcomes (and di scrimifi~it i e st imuli,
or "discriminators," can be considered "informition"). In recviews of the
Hawthorne studies (Parsons, 19-4, 197S), the principal investi.:itor in this
project concluded that the Miwthorne cftect resulted froiii a coinbinaltion of
information fteedback (discr in iator ctons elt it oni maidI mon t:1i'V r''W , 'ml (re -
inforcement coflscqiItion conotitcent on pe'tfor1 ilct' that i lcrei's'ed p'of lic-
t iVit) . ils lLl 5 th0t-1 :ifI;II 'vSe5 WtCIfL' it'of01"' ti th pi1'c. Cfilt
project, though it was directed at ertro r reduction 1iI ther i ,111 f ifl'I'tf*J";V
in output
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Both informational and motivational variables were included in the tech-
nical report already mentioned and described briefly in this final report as
Mapping of Consequation Variables, and they are implied in the section on
Consequator Rating Study, an inquiry into self-reports about such variables.
Relationships between the two types of variables constituted the underlying
reason for the three experimental studies undertaken and reported, though the
two studies which actually manipulated consequation as a variable must be re-

garded as only a preliminary and exploratory step toward examining such rela-
tionships. The studies are described under the headings Copying, Detection,
and Coding, the three information processing tasks mentioned earlier.

The copying study failed to produce evidence that information feedback
reduced the frequency of errors or that differences in the nature of the
feedback affected error frequency. Following a substantial exploratory phase,
data were obtained from only two subjects in the detection study before this
report was submitted, and these data had not been processed. The coding study
also had many exploratory sessions to explore methods of inducing error but
never reached the point of examining different types of information feedback.
Thus, much was learned about methodology for inducing errors in human informa-
tion processing but the project failed to demonstrate differential effects from
information feedback.

Among the lessons learned was the difficulty of inducing error at levels
that would make it possible, without an exorbitant number of trials, to deter-
mine whether differences in results from experimental conditions were conse-
quential and significant. Due probably to the demand characteristics of the
experimental arrangements, subjects tended to try to keep from making errors
much as they had done in tests at school. As a result, the tasks had to be
made more difficult or the trials and sessions longer or more numerous than
otherwise might have been necessary, especially in a within-subjects design.
Though more subjects would be needed and the costs would be greater, a between-
subjects design may be viewed as preferable for this sort of investigation.

During the course of this project but not as an integral part of it, the
principal investigator gave an invited paper at the Sympos i t1m o1n Product i vi ty
Enhancement: Personnel Performance Assessment in Navy System,, of the Navy
Personnel Research and Development Center, San Diego (Parsons, I9-).

Appreciation is extended to the project's Scientific Officer, Dr. NMartin \.
Tolcott, Director, Engineering Psychology Program, tor t his pjtenk-c %%ilh till-

avoidable problems that impeded tile project 's i imciv comllet om, And to Mr.
Kenneth R. Iilliams, Research Assistant at the Institutc for Ich' i ol:l r t '1I& ,ci h,

whose collaboration in collecting data and ill other aspect s of Th' prolc.cL'k't A.1

conscientious and invaluable.

All participants in the research signed info',,I d C(1c II t1,-1 , ,h ,
together with the procedures, W, IC apprI)I-OVed 1 V h' th('k tllllt t' 10ri hr I'iitt' -

tion of Itimlans ill iecz';arch. tihe istit ,, l n t'l rc.it'L )I.ri ud t Ilh' lit tilt "

for iehacvioral Research.

p_'p
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COPYING STUDY

A familiar human information processing task is copying or transcribing,
either between input modalities or within a modality. In the latter in-
stance an individual may read from one kind of visual presentation and copy
the material, without recording it, on another kind of visual display. It is
common experience that errors occur in copying. A study was conducted to in-
vestigate the effects of several kinds of consequation, or information feed-
back, on copying errors.

The experimental strategy was to use a within-subjects design and have
a small number of participants (subjects). No large pool of relatively
homogeneous individuals was readily available for selecting randomly a sub-
stantial number of participants for different treatment conditions. Since
with a within-subjects design it is essential to minimize learning that
could confound the effect; of the states of the independent variable(s), it
seemed necessary to select material to copy that already was well learned,
that is, was well established in the subject's repertoire. It was also
advisable to schedule a large number of trials prior to the data-taking trials.

Since most Americans who have at least graduated from high school have
extensively discriminated and manipulated numbers, learning of individual
numerals will not occur during an experiment. (The participants in this
study responded to advertisements posted at a nearby junior college, although
not all were students.) Numbers can be selected and arranged sequentially by
means of random number tables so that sequences and arrays will he different
but equivalent. Their differences should obviate learning in the form of
memorization of sequences or arrays in repeated presentations during the study,
and their equivalence should prevent confounding due to differences in the
stimulus material. For these reasons rows of random numbers consituted the
material to be copied.

Participants

Ten participants (college students or their acquAintances) performed in
the experiment prloper-, ;ix men and four women. 1'Cv weet told that ihe studV
involved cILcricil t asks but wecre not informed ahout tite inorniaiti on teedback

cond it ions . They s i ,ned con ,ent t'o ms approved by the (ionimittce form Prottec-
t ion of lhimains tin RtScag r-ch (inst itut i on;i I revit, 110.31hoa ) of Ith' I W t itL' t o

Behavioral Research, % hi ch :upprove, d tht' hep'oced res in theC h. :even11 othtier

participants took part in an e;'le e" 'XIor'ati0on 01' p'o'euLreVs.

Proc eduL'es

lich p~art c ~1pm eroiii t in , thl'ee-hour -t' iii, lad " t t 1 t'pci-

formed ii iII I mi I-t . t' LN I X It ' I II oitV ti it'!. I 0.M ,tt li. , t l t.'ii

had tikei part in I c,-ion .cn to . v, ciii , " Sikil th. c.ihv'i d Iii! ,1

S i1I1i la1 ltmllludt I- copvI i I, .i'k I li 't ( Io.' Ii'.1 L c\1i1 , It 1lll.

.. ".". ."-. " ".
"
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Each participant encountered five conditions. The first and last were

baseline conditions, without feedback. In the others, information feedback
took three forms: "You got most of them right," "You got some of them wrong,"
and "You got some of them wrong. Mistakes with numbers can be most unfor-
tunate in some clerical tasks." There were five orders of encountering these
conditions among the ten participants.

In each condition, a participant had to copy, on a typewriter, random
numbers that were projected on a white surface from a transparency. The
numbers were arranged in columns or blocks of ten rows (two sets of five)
each. For seven of the participants there were eight numerals per row, for
the other three nine, except in the first two baseline blocks, which had ten.
Accuracy performance on these two was examined to determine whether a parti-
cipant should copy eight or nine numerals in a row, nine being more difficult.
Each condition had five blocks or columns of numerals with eight or nine per
row. Thus, a participant copied 400 or 4S0 numerals per condition (plus the
additional two blocks in the initial baseline). Only one row was displayed
at a time, for five seconds. The participant had to wait ten seconds before
starting to type (after receiving a "Go"). A participant could pace himself/
herself in typing but was given the visual instruction, "Type the numbers as
fast as you can," at the start of each experimental condition. Participants
were not permitted to make corrections. A new row of numerals was displayed
when the participant pressed the carriage return. The participant sat on the
other side of a partition from the investigator, facing the projected display.
A lamp illuminated the typewriter, and overall illumination was kept constant.

There were two-minute intervals between blocks/columns and five minutes
between conditions. In the feedback condition, a feedback message was pro-
jected for 30 seconds after each block of numerals, beginning 60 seconds after
the start of the interval (to make it appear plausible that the investigator
had actually counted the number of errors). The time to complete each block
was recorded but the errors were not counted until after the session (except
for the two initial baseline blocks). Though the feedback messages were not
adjusted to actual performance, "most right" and "some wrong" did match that
performance.

Within a session, the rows of random numbers in any block were unique;
there was no repetition of rows. Numbers were drawn from a random number
table. All participants encountered the same blocks but these were assigned
differently among conditions for different subjects. Virtually all of the
blocks in the principal session had been used in the prior session, but with a
different assignment to conditions for the same participant.

At the end of the principal session, each participant answered eight
questions about the study. These i nc ltded r:t ilr l, tic f'cedlhick c endit i ls on a 7-
point unpleasant-pleasant scale.

Procedura-l [:xilora tion

For two re;i,;ons it appealred ent iVtial to ha|v' a procedLUrC that Wotild Jc-
ttaly ,'esnlt ill SO e er"or"4 co01 1 is t t 'S I y in caci pat llcip:tl. (1nC rt'C,1 oi
was tile Content ofeha,, see ed imi v 1 to tc l ,1 plrt lcipant "'lotl

V *~ %%~ ~ ~ .~'.1L
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got some wrong" if the patticipant believed this was unlikely. In copying
tasks, participants can self-detect about 50% of their errors (Bailey, 1978).
Second, if a participant made no errors or almost none, it would not be pos-
sible to demonstrate any effects of variation in the independent variable.
Much effort was expended in ten three-hour procedural exploration sessions
developing a task that would produce error rates between 1 and 18 percent.
The average achieved was about 9 percent. It was felt that too high a rate
would be as insensitive as one too low. There was a considerable range of
inter-subject differences.

The task finally selected obviously exploited the limits of short-term
memory. The use of random digits in measuring "immediate memory span"
(Woodworth and Schlosberg, 1954, p. 696) is hardly novel. Errors increase
sharply between 8 and 9 digits (Woodworth and Schlosberg, 1954, p. 705).
However, in earlier experimental work and in intelligence testing, apparently
individuals started to repeat the series as soon as its oral or visual pre-
sentation ended rather than after some fixed interval, as in the present
study. More recent research in human information processing has exploited
strings of random digits to examine the effects of rehearsal prevention--
the Brown Peterson technique (Baddeley, 1976) and of rate of presentation
(summarized in Kintsch, 1969),and instead of recall has examined recognition
(e.g., Shepard and Teghtsoonian, 1961) and a "missing scan" procedure where
the subject must say which digit is missing in a series.

Additional Methods. Other methods explored to produce appropriate error
rates included the following:

1. The presentation time of a row of digits was shortened to 3 seconds.
As with Bailey (1978) and in some cases of increasing the digit presenta-
tion rate (equivalent to shortening the row presentation time), a sub-
stantial number of errors could be assured through briefer displays.
However, this method was rejected because (1) presentation time was mea-
sured by stopwatch and was imprecise and (2) participants too often om-
mitted a row entirely or fabricated one out of thin air.

2. The delay interval was shorter (5 seconds) or longer (15 seconds).
Not enough errors occurred with the shorter interval, and too many with
the longer.

3. With continuous rather than row-by-row display and copying of a col-
umn, defocussing the transparency projector made the displayed digits
more difficult to discriminate. Though this technique was effective
in producing errors (as might be expected), it seemed likely that partic-
ipants might improve greatly with practice (even without item-by-item
feedback), and in any case the projector could not be adjusted to pro-
duce equal blurring in all rows. It would be better to show slides of
digits that had been prepared with uniform blurring.

4. With continuous rather than row-by-row display, the typewriter was
placed at a 900 angle to the display so tle participant had to slift
vision that ;innount from exam inirg the displav to seeing the kcys ;i nd
typing paper. (IncidentaIlly, Ill part ici pants were required to type

W la"Wh 10
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with a forefinger so prior practice in touch typing could be ruled out.)
Because participants rehearsed the digits as they shifted their gaze
and the interval between looking and typing was short, this technique
failed to produce errors.

S. With continuous rather than row-by-row display, the number of
digits in a row was varied. Error rates were very low with 5, 6, and
even 7 digits, and in some participants, due to grouping and rehearsing,
they remained low even with 8, 9, and 10 digits. Individual differ-
ences were considerable, with a biochemistry technician and a super-
market checkout clerk doing especially well.

6. With continuous rather than row-by-row display, the investigator
uttered random numbers while the participant was copying the column.
There was no effect.

In addition, the earlier sessions led to a number of other changes:

i. The feedback display for augmented "wrong" was changed from "You
got some of them wrong. Mistakes are pretty stupid in a task like this,"
after two participants laughed at it and said it was bizarre.

2. Instructions were changed from "Copy the numbers as fast as you can"
to "Type the numbers as fast as you can" after participants reported
that instructions to "copy" meant they should not make any mistakes.
"Copy" implicitly conveys stimulus control. What else is there to type
except what is displayed?

3. One experimental condition, in which instructions included "Try
not to make mistakes," was dropped because (1) there was insufficient
time to include it in a three-hour session, (2) avoiding mistakes seemed
to be implicit in a copying task even when the word "copy" was changed
to "type," and (3) it involved another variable than feedback. It could
be introduced in subsequent research to test the effects of instructions
combined with feedback.

Results

Criteria. A set of criteria for determining whether a copying error had
occurred was established prior to the first data-taking session. The cri-
teria and the categories of error to which they apply are described in Table 1.
It should be apparent that errors take diverse forms, even in copying random
numbers (especially when these occur in some sequence, such as a row). 're-
sumably the different types of errors have differing origins--an interesting
domain for research.

Because the effects of any information feedback presumnably would not de-
velop until there is subsequent perfottance, error dat a were taken onl flrow
the last four blocks within a condition (including the base line conditions).

Speed of Performinn c. As already noted, )aIi ciipJnts werme told to type
as fast as possible. I lhat was their only opport unitv tfor ,elt -p;lci Ili,. They
could not go back and maike correct i ons, and hot h d i sp ha, t i mC a1nd del av y t i mlle
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Table 1. Error criteria in the Copying study.

1. A typed digit that differs from the projected digit in the same row position
is an (confusion) error. Example: 27644310 typed, 27544310 projected.

2. If a digit at the end of an incomplete typed row matches the digit at the end
of the projected row but not the digit in the same position in the projected
row, it is not an (confusion) error, whether or not it is part of a sequence.
Example: 401936 typed, 40193476 projected.

3. Not typing a projected digit is an (omission) error, due perhaps to an (antic-
ipation) error. Example: 9824336 typed, 98254336 projected.

4. A typed digit is an (intrusion, addition, or perseveration) error when it oc-
curs before the end of the row, if it does not match the projected digit in
the same row position and precedes a typed sequence that matches a projected
sequence. (However, it does not count as an error if there has been an omis-
sion error earlier in the row.) Example: 7276237 typed, 72723701 projected.

5. A typed digit is an (addition or perseveration) error when it occurs at the
end of the row and causes the total number of digits in the row to exceed the
total in the projected row, unless it is part of a projected sequence.
Example: 077352809 typed, 07735280 projected. (NOT 077395280 typed, 07735280
projected.

6. A typed sequence of two or more digits matching a projected sequence is NOT
considered an (location) error when the location of the sequence in the typed
row differs from the location in the projected row, except where two zwo-
digit sequences are reversed (see below). Examples: 81127813 typed, 02278136
projected or 81162781 projected.

7. Typing two projected digits in reversed order counts as one (transposition)
error and is regarded otherwise as a sequence. Example: 74465901, 74456001
projected.

8. Typing three projected digits in some kind of reversed order counts as one
(transposition) error and is regarded otherwise as a sequence. Example: 366
typed, 66a projected; 068 typed, 806 projected.

9. Typing three projected digits of which two are the same so the single digit
is doubled counts as two (exchange) errors and is regarded otherwise as a
sequence. Examples: 363 typed, 636 projected; 336 typed, 663 projected.

10. Typing four projected digits in which two two-digit sequence arc reversed
counts as one (transposition) error and is regarded otierwise as a sequence.
Examples: 3663 typed, 6336 projected; 3366 typed, (,633 projected; 3654 typed;
5436 projected.

.-, .. ,.
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Table 1 (continued)

11. Typing four digits with some reversals of the same projected digits counts as
two (transposition) errors and otherwise is regarded as a sequence. Examples:
2415 typed, 1425 projected; 5142 typed, 1425 projected.

12. Typing four projected digits of which three are the same, so the single digit
is tripled, counts as three (exchange) errors and is regarded otherwise as a
sequence. Example: 3666 typed, 6333 projected.

The omission or repetition of a row or typing a row unrelated to the pro-
jected row does not constitute an error, but in calculating error percentage the
denominator must be reduced if the row is omitted; or the error total should be
reduced proportionately. A repeated row should be disregarded. If the typing
clearly juwr.ps within a typed row from one projected row to the next, the typed
row will be regarded as a legitimate one composed of the two projected parts, and
one row will be indicated as omitted. Non-digit characters per se are not errors.

k
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were fixed at 5 and 10 seconds, respectively. Thus, it should not be sur-
prising that within participants and between conditions across and within
participants there was little variation in the time a participant took to
copy a block of random numerals. Median durations were derived from all five
blocks per participant in a condition. Across conditions the medians (of
block medians) varied only within a 9-second span; the median of these was
3 minutes and 14 seconds. The median of the medians among participants was
3:12; individual medians ranged from 2:51 to 3:32, presumably reflecting dif-
ferences in typing speeds or, possibly, further rehearsal during typing.

Accuracy of Performance (Errors). As Table 2 indicates, the overall
mean error rates of the three consequation/feedback conditions were almost
the same: 9.5 percent for "most right,", 8.9 percent for "some wrong," and
9.0 percent for "some wrong. Mistakes.. .most unfortunate..." By inspection,
these results justify no assertion of different effects between feedback
conditions and fail to warrant statistical significance treatment. The er-
ror rates come close to those in the prior session for the six participants
who took part in that (rather than in procedural exploration sessions):
9.7 percent, 8.4 percent, and 9.2 percent.

The error percentages for the two baseline conditions, without feedback,
were 11.2 (10.8 in the prior session) at the start of the session and 7.0
(6.8 in the prior session) at the end. The relatively small differences be-
tween these and the feedback condition percentages appeared to have little
material importance and if only due to marked within-subject-condition vari-
ance were not examined for statistical significance. They may well have re-
flected improving performance during the session as a result of practice,
including procedural improvements despite efforts to forestall this by means
of prior and exploration sessions. This hypothesis is supported by the error
percentages according to the order of condition encounter: 11.2, 11.0, 9.1,
7.4, and 7.0, as well as by the difference between a 6.8 baseline mean per-
centage at the end of the prior session and a 11.7 percentage for the same
six participants in the baseline mean percentage at the start of the principal
session six to 14 days later.

The low error rate in the final baseline condition, without feedback,
may have been due to the cumulative effects of the preceding three feedback
conditions, as well as, or instead of, being due to practice. The drop in
this final percentage prevents any assertion that feedback reduce( errors,
since it was added as a within-subjects control condition. It could he hy-
pothesized that it might have risen, as it did between sessions, and that
differences might have been demonstrated among feedback conditions, if (1"
there had been intervals longer than 5 minutes between conditions, and (2)
there had been more than five blocks per condition (as in better time-series
experiments).

The overall error percentage in the study, for the principal session,
was 9.1. This represented success in developing ways to assure error rates
that were neither excessively low nor extremely high. Error percentages
varied conside rablV among participants, from 2.1. to 15.0. The 2.1-error
participant was assigned S-nimeral ins tCad of' 9-ntume rail rows through inves-
tigator misinterpretation of the ground r'ules, aIs tit participullt halud hd a
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7.6 percent error rate in the prior session with 8-numeral rows. One par-
ticipant who had a 6.3 percent error rate in the prior session with 8-nu-
meral rows had a 10.3 rate with 9-numeral rows in the principal session,
bearing out the conclusion from the procedural exploration sessions that
error rate increased with the number of numerals in a row to copy (and to
remember after a 10-second interval).

No analysis was performed on the incidence of different kinds of copying
errors. Such an analysis (see Bailey, 1978, for a limited example) would
become an appropriate aspect of an information processing investigation of
the origins of different kinds of copying (and short-term memory) errors in-
volving random numbers.

Self-Report Data. Each participant responded to eight queries from an
investigator at the end of the participant's final session. The queries and
replies were:

(1) What did you think was the purpose of the experiment today? Two
participants said simply it was to determine accuracy, in clerical jobs
(IX) and in remembering (IV). The others all referred in some fashion
to the effects of the feedback, as "difference in accuracy with differ-
ent types of evaluation" (I), "what rewards would bring best efforts"
(VIII), "something to do with positive and negative reinforcment--but I
tried not to let it interfere" (VII), "Effect of positive, negative re-
inforcement" (V), "how better one would do with a stimulus like wrong"
(III), "see if any change occurred in the number right or wrong after a
statement right or wrong" (II), "like something in psychology, stress; I
did react--reacted more when scolded" (X), and "to see what someone in
authority would say and how it would affect your work" (VI). Thus, most
verbalized the aim of the study.

(2) What did you do during the delay period, between seeing the numbers
and typing? Two said merely that they "tried to memorize" (VI) or'tried
to remember" (IX) the numbers. One (V) "figured out ways I could remember
them best." One (VIII) reported holding "a mental picture of the numbers,"
and two (II and VIII) tried, respectively, to visualize them or the
easiest four. Including these two, six participants said they repeated the
numbers (to themselves or in their heads); for (VII) these were "the hard-
est four." Three of these said they separated a row of numerals into groups
or blocks. One participant (III) reported turning some numbers into dates,
another (I) into dates, addresses, and telephone numbers, and this last
reported also using "a rhythm technique and other devices, slowing the
rhythm in typing, and "telling myself, 'let it go' when I made a mistake."
On the basis of these self-reports, one might state that the study in-
vestigated short-term memory rather than copying, which was simply the
method of inquiry.

(3) What was our reaction to the comments shown you at the end oft 'tpin -
each column? Only two palrticipants reported that these led to pcrforming
differently: IX said "I tried to do better, not makc tihe same mistakes,"
and IV, who encotutered condition 1l second, Sa id "1'At first I fe]t good,
then not so good; they made me work hardcr, concen t rate mrc 111," but 1 1 said
I'm not sure I tried that much harder when it said I got some ot" them wrong."
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Three reported a kind of disregard: X said that "at first I took it
literally, later I took my mind off it so I wouldn't get depressed";
I said "my thoughts were to disregard them--with the positives I was
anxious to get to the next sequence, with the negatives I told myself
to ignore them--I got internally kranky about them--I was hungry and
thinking about things to do at home--I wanted to finish"; III said "I
thought it was kind of funny--I even snickered--but I realized it was
an experiment." Five participants expressed feeling a lack of congru-
ence between the comments and what they had done: VII said "I didn't
think it always fit"; VI said "sometimes I thought they didn't say
what I did"; V said "a couple of times I thought I had them all" (though
V did not); II said "no matter what I typed I could have gotten tl,e s:ime
correct"; and VIII said "I couldn't figure them out--there was no rela-
tionship to what was happening; they'd appear the same no matter what my
performance was." If these self-reports reflected the effects of the
feedback comments on error-making performance, little or no impact would
be presumed.

(4) Consider a 7-point scale on which very unpleasant is 1, very pleasant
is 7, and neither is 4. Rate how you felt about being told (a) You got
most of them right; (b) You got some of them wrong; (c) You got some of
them wrong. Mistakes with numbers can be most unfortunate in some cler-
ical tasks. The results are shown in Figure 1. Clearly, feedback (a)
had no or little reported hedonic effect on five participants, though the
reaction from IV is consistent with replies to query 3, and feedback (b)
had no or little reported hedonic effect on six participants. Feedback
(c) had a stronger effect. Indeed, III said "it was threatening," but
VIII reported being mystified about the reference to clerical tasks.
Participant VI said (a) "was nice," and commenting on (a) and (b) partic-

pant VII reported relying more on self-judgment, "telling myself when I
didn't do well." By inspection, there appears to be little relationship
between these ratings and error totals for individuals in different feed-
back conditions, though some relationship might have been expected.

(5) Did you try at any time not to make mistakes? All participants re-
plied affirmatively and four said all the time, though II indicated be-
ginning to do so about one-third of the way through the session; pirtic-
pant I denied trying harder at one time than another but said it was
harder to concentrate on particular numbers when there were negative com-
ments. In response to Why?, three (I, V, and IX) mentioned "challenge,"
I added "I wanted to prove to myself I could do it all right," VIII said
"fun," X said "self-sat isfaction," and IX and II, respectively, "because
I don't like making mistakes" and "because basically I'm being tested;
I'm conditioned to do things right." These self-reports could be taken

as evidence of either intrinsic motivation or past conditioning that
could well have overridden any differential effects of the feedback com-
ments. I1 response to How?, four p)articip;tnts (1, IV, VIlI, and IX) mell-
ti oned "concent rati ng" (to which I added "paying a1ttent ion only to inJI-
bers"), two (II and VI) men tioned 'trig hard" to remember or" me;1orize,
II mentioned repe:tiug the niumbers, a1nd VI I relpo lcd "t'i ng to filrd the
best method to keep tr rmnbe rs iln mer',,ry longer." 'loget her with t he repIi, s
to Question (2), it seems apla rent thl plrticipants tried ad pre'-irribl"
succeeded in deve op i rg or instittiti l, , p roc'daL rcs to i lilpVove thire ir memo0ry
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(and copying) performance. These procedures could include "concentrating"
and "trying hard" (terms that need further analysis). Such procedural
changes can be viewed as a form of "learring" (though perhaps different
from what that term is often assumed to mean). If this were the case,
the design of the study failed to prevent within-study learning from
confounding the effects of the independent variable (type of feedback).

(6) Did you ever type more slowly to keep from making mistakes? Only
two participants, I and X, denied ever typing more slowly, though some
said doing so was only occasional, and two reported they "must have" or
"might have." As noted earlier, the duration data showed almost no vari-
ation in the median times taken to copy columns of numbers, between con-
ditions. Within conditions, durations of copying individual columns
rarely reached a difference of 5 percent greater or less than the median.

(7) Did vou think any sets of numbers were repeated? Six participants
said they thought so. but some thought there were only a few or once;
one said "no," one didn't know, and a third reported thinking so but be-
ing unable to detect any repetitions. In actuality, as noted earlier,
within either the principal or prior session there were no repetitions
of rows of numerals (though there were chance repetitions of short se-
quences). However, for the most part the columns (blocks) of rows used
in the prior session were used again, in different conditions, in the
later one, at least six days later.

(8) Comments'? Participant II expressed indifference to the negative
statements, as "not disturbing." This individual reported having taken
a course in introductory psychology. Participant X said "it was a very
good test, it makes you think all the time." In view of the latter com-
ment, together with replie, to Question 5, it would seem that the ex-
perimental situ atior hardly resembled te rvdav clerical or working cir-
cumstances. Perhaps greater external validity--and possibly mort dif-
ferential effects from the kind- of feedback - -Wo Id have resIlted from
maintaining each f'edioack condit ion t r. a much longer time, as in many
single-subiect, time-series designs.

Discussion

As noted at the outset of this report, thi Colv ( r n' stijdv o1-. o'xpl 1v

tory, in its pri nci pr 1 1 tVion 1 I ell .In. sL's o',1 t IIa t . 're dv c o ecd c\
pl ici Ily to proceduraI t-\p loo at on. lIIte pt rh;',. tI t Ilo de I I f h I 'xp rI
ment, the ditl T 1 o rat,.sgoj for ',I n I hi t a111\ i , i I, 2!.

condit ib II . i - io r tre e i c t v tC thn ii n\ ot herI* I(0I 1t dl l C. c C ' t l * or
more tffc.. c t :10, "ccd.t, k -, for the same rc'.ion , thert canI 111i.' '1 1It
ments about IIrlettfe'Ict I ('inc'- ,
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is imbedded. The contingency may be specified through a discriminator,
which identifies the erroneous action, and that discriminator may be pre-
sented to the performer (or originate internally from past experience) at
the same time as or as part of the consequator (or preceding or during
the performance). Such action-produced discriminators are what is known
as information feedback or knowledge of results. Another kind of discrim-
inator identifies the "correct" action to take; this, too, may originate
externally (or internally), after the action (or before or during it). A
different action in the future is one result, self-correction another.

None or little of this analysis applies to the consequation/feedback
conditions in this Copying study. Verbal consequators were given at the end
of a block of 80 or 90 numerals rather than for a numeral by itself. A con-
sequator was not contingent on a specific action that re ulted in an error,
nor were there external discriminators that identified those. (There un-
doubtedly were some internal self corrections but fewer than those described
by Bailey (1978), since participants could not go back and change anything
they typed.) Some of the participants, in response to Question 3 at the end
of the principal session, expressed their concern that there seemed to he
little relationship between the feedback and what they had done.

On the other hand, in accord with reinforcement principles a consequator
may influence the adoption or change of the "rules" that determine what hui-
man beings do in rule-following behavior. Rules are procedures. Procedures
are sequences of actions with sequences of discriminators or they may be com-
plementary behavior that affects or modifies the performance of direct in-
terest. In this Copying study, according to self-reports participants
adopted procedures to prevent mistakes, such as rehearsal (covert repetition
of numbers during the delay period), grouping (chunking) of numerals (and
even rhythm), visualization, and concentration. What explicit effect did the
consequation/feedback have on adopting and following these tactics? Under
the circumstances, neither a verbal consequation contingency nor an external
discriminator can be identified as responsible. The procedures mav have come
from prior experience in memorizing verbal material. More investigation of
such matters is needed, with reliance on performance data as well as self-
report--valuable as the latter can be for exploration.

The feedback conditions may have added to the "demand character istics"

of the situation, but the potentiation already present for participant ,, in
being, in a sense, "tested" in an experiment prohablv affoctvd themln ill the
baseline conditions as well. It is clearly difficult to stud\ 0, rror'-mAiL ug

performance in a I aborator" ';I I 11t iOil. If tfc S ot prS Of L'Xcpc)V iC(cc canno)t

be fully forestalIled. Student kespecill lv telld of , t o ,) l o l m.1kin t" till,,
takes; their academic enviroimert re(pi ires sch hchav i )'. \dd I I Ital x.l ri
ables maxy have less obserxahl b c impact th;1n ihey % oin]d ill otthcr rci ticin ,|t.Lt -.
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CONSEQUATOR RATING STUDY

It may be possible to determine how much influence a consequator would
exert over some behavior of an individual by asking him or her whether or
how much he/she likes or dislikes a particular outcome of that behavior, or
otherwise reacts hedonically to an outcome. Presumably if an outcome is re-
ported as liked or wanted, or as making a person happy, it will function as
a favorable consequator and make the behavior more likely to reoccur. If it
is reported as disliked or rejected or as making a person unhappy, it will
function as an unfavorable consequator and make the behavior less likely to
reoccur. The technique of asking people what they want has been used in sonic
token economy studies to determine what tokens should be exchangeable for,
and how many tokens per ultimate consequator. Htowever, it does not seem to
have been exploited to find out what could "punish" or suppress some hehavior,
or to discover outcomes people might try to avoid. Nor has it been investi-
gated with respect to verbal consequators, favorable or unfavorable.

q

To explore reactions to such potential consequators, seven working women
were asked to rate how unhappy or happy they would feel about another per-
son's verbal comments concerning a task they had performed. The participants
all worked in various offices in a technical/industrial park in a Washington,
D.C. suburb, in clerical or supervisory positions. Their ages varied from the
twenties to the fifties. They were individually queried after receiving writ-
ten instructions. Anonymity was assured, and they signed informed consent
forms.

They were shown a graphic, bimodal, 9-point (9-digit) rating scale on
which the end digit 1, always on the left, meant that the comment "would have
made you feel extremely unhappy," the end digit 9, on the right, meant that
the comment "would have made you extremely happy," and the middle digit S meant
that "it wouldn't have made you feel one way or the other." N participant
selected and wrote down on a separate blank sheet of paper a rating number for
each item, working at her own pace but being timed. There were 12,1 items
listed alphabetically in columns on other sheets of paper. They are listed hy
ratings in Table 3. but their alphabletical order in the study idiscriminatclV
mixed presumably tnfavorablc, ntutral , and ftavor;Ible commenlt. Tihe items were
drawn from a thesaurus aind from the iiwest igaltor's own heid. I'hy incuLded

adjectival statonents and phriases, nolluns, and cc anali on'~ , sone adtler..ely
critical, some compliment ai-v sole neither. Some Were olitlited pr it'i ilv to-
wardthe task it sel I and its oit come1t, SOme to'INar'd the iudi 'idnaIl' pci' r;,lit
characteristics as evidenc:ed in ta;ik perfornance.
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Table 3. Median ratings of happiness-unhappiness about an
associate's comments on performance of a difficult
job. (Rating of 1 means extremely unhappy, of 9
extremely happy, of S neither unhappy nor happy.)

Rating for Rating for
Difficult Job Comment Easy Job Remarks

1 Bad stuff 1 Unanimous (E)
1 It's deplorable 1 (b), (g)
1 It's disappointing 1 (g)

1 Disapproved 1 (g)
1 It's discreditable 1 (e), (g)

1 It's disgraceful 1
1 It's dreadful 1 (b) Unanimous (F)

I You're dumb 1 (b) Unanimous (E)

1 Dummy! 1 Redundancy, Unanimous (E)

1 It's a failure 1
1 It's frightful 1 (b), (g)

1 It's ghastly 1 (a), (b)

1 Horrible! 1 Unanimous (E)

1 Idiot I Unanimous (E, D)

1 It's idiotic 1 Redundancy, Unanimous (D)

1 Imbecile! 1 Unanimous (E, D)

1 It's imbecilic 1 Redundancy, Unanimous (E, D)

1 It's incompetent 1 (g)
1 It's lousy 1
1 Moron! 1 Unanimous (E, D)

I It's moronic 1 Redundancy, Unanimous (E.D)

1 Poorly done 1 (g)
1 Poor stuff 1 (g) , Unanimous (E)
I It's ridiculous 1
1 Shame on you! 1
I It's stupid 1

I You're stupid I Redundancy, Unanimous (F)
1 It's terrible 1 Unanimous (F3)
1 It's very bad 1 Unanimous (13)
1 It's worse than usual 1 (e), (g
1 You're wrong 1 (e), (g)

2 It's absurd 2"
2 It's awful 1 (a)
2 Below par I
2 You're crazy 1
2 It's defective I i)
2 It's d isrc abl't) le I
2 You' re fooli-Ol 2
2 It's irrlt ioll,if I

~YOuI' l'" hilt t V

2 It's pitij hlc) 1 (i), ( I
I Pret ty 1,id I
2 It's tinsll cCCc t' ll I

I
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Table 3, Continued (2)

Rating for Rating for

Difficult Job Comment Easy Job Remarks

3 It's false 1 (e)

3 It's faulty 2

3 It's imperfect 3 (e)

3 It's inaccurate 1

3 It's inadequate 1
3 It's incorrect 1 (e)

3 It's insufficient 1 (a)

3 It's inferior 1 (a)

3 You're obtuse 3

3 It's second rate 2

3 You're silly 1 (e), (h)

3 It's so so 5 (f)

3 It's unfortunate 2

3 It's unobjectionable 4 (a)

4 It's contemptible 1 (a), (c), (d), (e)

4 It's mediocre 4

4 You're mistaken I

4 No comment 4

4 Not good 3

4 It's reprehensible 3

4 It's tolerable 3

4 It's uneven 4

5 It's accurate 7 (b), (g)

5 It's adequate 5 (a), (c)

S It's average 5 (a), (c)

5 It's competent 5 (g)

S It's creditable 5 (a), (c)

5 It's fair 3 (h)

S It's fine 5 (a), (b), (e)

5 It's good enough 5

5 It's laudable 5 (a), (b), (d)

5 It's middling 4 (f)

5 It's normal 5

5 O.K. 5 (b)

5 It's ordinary 5

5 It's rational 5 (a)

5 It's sound 5

6 You're astute 5 (a) , (e)

6 Better than usual 7 (;1), (c), (d)

6 It's correct 5 (a)

6 It's effect ic y 6 (a)

0 It's enCO11:,ging 7

6 It's ni'ce ( a
6 Not bi! 5
0 You' re riglht 0

0 Thanks S
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Table 3, Continued (3)

Rating for Rating for

Difficult Job Comment Easy Job Remarks

7 It's distinguished 7 (b)

7 Good for you 7

7 Pretty good 6

7 It's true 5 (a), (h)

7 It's worthy 5

8 Above par 5 (a), (c)

8 It's admirable 7

8 Approved 5 (a), (c), (d)

8 It's commendable 6

8 It's exemplary 5 (e)

8 It's first rate 7 (a)

8 Good stuff 7

8 It's perfunctory 5 (a), (c)

8 It's praiseworthy 6

8 You're sharp 7

8 Well done 7

9 Bravo! 9
9 You're bright 7

9 It's brilliant 9 Redundancy, (f), Unanimous CD)

9 You're brilliant 9

9 It's excellent 9

9 Genius! 9 (f), Unanimous (D)
9 It's grand 8

9 Great! 9 (f)

9 It's magnificent 7 (a)

9 It's meritorious 6 (b)

9 It's perfect 9 (f)

9 It's splendid 8

9 It's a success 6 (a), (h)

9 It's superb 9 (f), Unanimous, (D)

9 It's superior 9 Unanimous, (D)

9 It's superlative 8

9 It's tip top 8 (h)

9 It's very good 8

9 It's wonderful 8

KEY to Renmirks

a: At least one 1: rating is .4 p lces from tihe medi an.
b: At least onc 1 rating is At lcast I pl ices from the Imeii:ntl.
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described as easy ("Now suppose you thought the job (test) was an easy one");
or (3) it was described as difficult ("Now suppose you thought the job (test)
was a difficult one"). Each participant went through the list of 124 items
at least six times, once for each of the three conditions in each of the two
tasks. The three conditions for the Job, in the order of no mention, easy,
and difficult, were followed by those for the Test, in the order of no men-
tion, difficult, and easy. In addition, the no-mention condition for the Job
was repeated with six participants, in five cases after the Test portion, in
one between the Job and rest portions; and Job Difficult was repeated with
one of the participants, at the end.

Results

Durations. The average duration for completing the list of 124 items
was about six minutes but individuals varied greatly. The slowest respondent
took about 13 minutes for the first set of reactions to the 124-item list,
and about 7.5 minutes for the last; the fastest respondent took S and 4 mi-
nutes. Durations were reduced by 20 to 50 percent between first and last,
with all participants speeding up during the session.

Reliability. The first encounter with the list of items and rating them
was the condition of Job with no mention of ease or difficulty. The data
were not used except to compare them with the later Job No-Mention. In that
comparison, 47 percent of the 744 ratings of items for six participants dif-
fered in the later set from the earlier; 23 percent of the differences were
greater than one place on the scale. There were approximately the same num-
ber of increases in ratings (25 percent) as decreases (22 percent). Among
individuals the differences ranged from 30 percent (with 14 percent greater
than one place) to 65 percent (with 48 percent greater than one place). When
one subject repeated the Job Difficult ratings, there were 22 percent fewer
differences than there had been between the two Job No-Mention conditions.
It might be presumed that the first Job No-Mention condition, with which a
session began, was relatively unreliable, and that reliability subsequently
increased. Due to the remaining unreliability, inter-subject variance, and
small number of participants, the study must be viewed as exploratory. Anal-
ysis of statistical significance was not undertaken.

Item Ratings. The median (between participants) ratings for the 124
items in the Job Difficult condition are shown in Table 5. The table also
shows the ratings for the Job Easy condition. The remarks column contains
a number of data modifiers or cautions. In cases of (a) and (b), where at
least one E rating or D rating is 4 places from the median, and in cases of
(c) and (d) where there are extreme I and D ratings above and below the tiedian,
it may be conjectured that the item presented sonic sort of difficulty to one
or more participants, resulting in a deviant rating. In any case, one or
more participants had an idiosyncratic interpretation of tle item. Instances
of (e), (f), (g), and (h) indicate there would be somewhat different restilts
if means had been derived instead of medians: (e) and (g) indicate thlt the
mean rating would be higher, (f') and (ig) that it would be lower. 'T'hese nod i-
fiers can be rel ated to diffe renc es between AisN" ;indLI Difficilt rat iln s (see
below). The (a), (b), (C), and (d) indicators should cantion about the relia-
bility of these items in any future use.

.....A O
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Some comments that might be presumed to be just information-carriers
may be seen to occasion self-reports of extreme unhappiness. These include
"Wrong," "Incorrect," and "False," though, as noted below, their antonyms

are relatively neutral. "Failure" and "Success" both exert strong hedonic
effects.

Job Easy vs. Job Difficult. Among the 124 items, there were 62 dif-
ferences (50%) between medians for Job Easy and medians for Job Difficult.
Among these 62, 90 percent (56) were instances where the rating was higher
in Job Difficult than in Job Easy. Among these 56, 28 were ratings of com-
ments that could be called favorable (rated above S in .Job Difficult), 24
were ratings of unfavorable comments (below 5), and 4 were ratings of neutral
comments (at 5). Thus, higher ratings for unfavorable plus neutral comments
were just as many as higher ratings for favorable comments. A comment that
was favorable for task outcome when the task was easy was more so than when
the task is difficult; the individual reported feeling happier. A comment that
was unfavorable for task outcome when the task was easy was less so when the
task was difficult; the individual reported feeling less unhappy. Unfavor-
able comments do not become more unfavorable when a task is more difficult,
according to the results of this self-report inquiry.

The above summary is borne out by inspection of the data in Table 3.
It will be seen that the median item ratings for Job Difficult are generally
either higher than or the same as those for Job Easy; very few are lower.
Although higher ones do not appear when the Job Difficult median ratings are
I, the modifier (g) for ten of these indicates that the Job Difficult ratings
should be considered in the light that these had three ratings above the
median and none below it and thus the means would be higher than 1. Con-
versely, the five (f) modifiers for items rated 9 for Job Difficult indicate
that the corresponding 9 ratings for Job Easy should be considered in the
light that these had three ratings below the median and none above it and thus
the means would be lower than 9.

Nevertheless, many of the unfavorable comments rated at 1 were resistant
to change from the easy jot) to the difficult job, and on some of these the
respondents were unanimous in both the Easy and Difficult ratings. Examples
were "Idiot," "Imbecile," and "Moron." Perhaps these were more stable be-
cause they were personality-oriented rather than task-oriented. At the other
end of tle rating scale, there were several favorable consequators that were
rated 9 for both easy and difficult jobs, without an (f) modifier: "Bravo!,
"It's excellent," and "It's superior." But none of these was rated 9 unani-
mously for the Easy job. If one had been, a mean rating could not have gone
higher for the Difficult job. Those showing the greatest difference were
"It's meritorious" and "It's a success." Some stability was demonstrated for
"Neither" (neutral) ratings. Of 15 rated at 5 for Difficult, 12 had been so
rated for Easy. However, of 25 rated at 5 for Easy, 12 were rated higher for
Difficult (and one lower) -- another indication of the trend to rate the conument s
higher for lifficult than for Lasy.

,rest Easy vs. Test Diffictult. It' 8S ratings by the seven participants,
46 percent (39(1) were different for these two task conditions. Of the 390,
87 percent received higher ratings in Test lDift'ficult. \lI but one ot the
participants produced higher rat ings in Test liffic l t , the ildivith(INI in-
creases ranging from -79 pe rccnt to 98 percent . l'hotgh t 'hese t'igilrC- e s I re not

.~ Ltw.
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directly comparable with the median data for Job Easy vs. Job Difficult, the
87 percent almost matches the 90 percent for differences between medians,
and the 46 percent comes close to the 50 percent of medians where there were
differences. Thus, the Test ratings supported the findings for Job ratings;
as task difficulty increases, the same comments are reported as making a per-
son happier or less unhappy.

Job Difficult vs. Test Difficult. When ratings for .Job Difficult were
compared with those for Test Difficult, of 868 paired ratings across seven
participants, 393 (45 percent) were different. Of these, 65 percent (256)
were higher on the Test than on the Job, and 35 percent lower. When the
actual differences in scale placement were summed for the 393 pair differ-
ences, the total was 686, and 69 percent of this total (473) came from ratings
higher on the Test than on the Job. All seven participants had more ratings
that were higher on the Test than on the Job; six produced the same result
when placement differences were totalled, and one was even. For 46 items,
there were at least two more participants rating an item higher on the Test
than those rating it lower, or vice versa, and of the 46, 42 (91 percent)
were instances of higher rating on the Test. Among these, 19 pertained to
favorable comments (rated higher than 5), 17 to Unfavorable (lower than 5)
and 6 to Neutrals (5). This latter finding indicates that higher ratings
for the Test situation tended to be higher whether the comment was derogatory
(unfavorable) or complimentary (favorable).

Individual differences were considerable. They ranged from 27 percent
more for Test (34) to 66 percent (82) out of 124 possibilities per partici-
pant (and from 56 to 144 for summed differences in scale places). The par-
ticipant with the smallest preponderance of higher ratings for Test had 53
percent more than for Job; the one with the largest margin had 89 percent
more for Test. The mean extent of place differences among rarticipants
ranged from 1.2 places to 2.6.

The requirement to report Test ratings called for a more retrospective
self-report than did Job ratings, and the source of the consequators (com-
ments about the task) was a teacher rather than an associate. The differ-
ences in ratings between Job Difficult and Test Difficult may have been due
to these variations. What seems more striking, however, is the way in which
the results for two different tasks tended to parallel those comparing easy
and difficult conditions within tasks. Possibly the Test situation was re-
acted to as more difficult than the Job situation.

In any case, although a detailed analysis remains to be performed on the
Test ratings, they appeared to resemble those for the .Job data. Of particu-
lar interest is the finding that ratings were higher on the Test than on the
Job for unfavorable as well as favorable comments. Ratings did not go down
for unfavorable comments and up for favorable ones, as might have been ss-
pected in comparing two types of tasks.

Distribution of Ratings among (Conse(uators. The number of comments re-ceivirg Job Difficult rat i ns froml tr I teli0oiZ11 I xc eeded th e ru eLIr rec e iving

ratings from o through 9, o5 to 44. This disparity miy h;lve been dire to se-
lecting more intavorable than favorable comments in the 'i rst placc, "Ird in
turn that selection might have resulted from a grate'r proport i on of :dVe rse
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terms in the English language and thus in any thesaurus. Such a dispropor-
tion is suggested by the disproportion of hedonic terms in Roget's Inter-
national Thesaurus (Third Edition). Under "pleasantness" are 47 lines of
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, but under "unpleasantness," 90 lines;
under "pleasure," there are 82 lines, but under "displeasure," 149. There
is no section for "like," but under "dislike" there are 41 lines. In addi-
tion, there are 25 lines under "approach" but 106 under "avoidance," not to
mention 47 under "escape," 40 under "abandonment," and 23 under "rejection."
(However, one finds 167 lines under "desire." "Aversion" is listed under
"dislike.") More inquiry seems warranted as to the distribution of favorable
and unfavorable verbal consequators in spoken and written English (and other
languages).

There were almost as many median ratings (50) at the extreme places on
the scale--I and 9--as in intermediate places (59), excluding the central
place, 5. This distribution too, may reflect the selection process, which
in turn may reflect language practice. Or it may result, at least in part,
from behavior in using a 9-point rating scale, especially with regard to the
small number of 4 and 7 ratings.

Antonyms. Interesting comparisons may be made among antonyms. For ex-
ample, for Job Easy, "Approved" was rated 5 (i.e., making the respondent
neither happy nor unhappy), whereas "Disapproved" was rated 1 (i.e., making
the respondent extremely unhappy.) The same contrast occurred with "It's
correct" and "It's incorrect," "It's rational" and "It's irrational," It's
true" and "It's false," "It's competent" and "It's incompetent," "Above par"
and "Below par," "It's creditable" and "It's discreditable," and"It's adeouate"
and "It's inadequate." A tendency to rate the "positive" term at or close to
a neutral position while its "negative" antonym remained at the extreme end
of the scale was evident, to a smaller degree, among Job Difficult ratings and
among other consequators, such as "You're right" vs. "You're wrong" (6 and I
for both Job Easy and Job Difficult), "It's accurate" vs. "It's inaccurate"
(7 and 1 for Job Easy), "Well done" vs. "Poorly done" (7 and I for Job Easy,
8 and 1 for Job Difficult), "Pretty good" vs. "Pretty bad" (6 and 1 for Job
Easy), "Better than Usual" vs. "It's worse than usual" (7 and I for Job Easy
and 6 and 1 for Job Difficult), "It's a success" vs. It's a failure" (6 and 1
for Job Easy), and "Good stuff" vs. "Bad stuff" (7 ad 1 for Job Easy and 8
and 1 for Job Difficult). Studies which have used "right" and "wrong" (or
similar terms) for information feedback about performance presumably have as-
sumed equivalence in their hedonic (and consequation) status, if they have made
any such assumptions at all, but these appear to be questionable. In partic-
ular, many terms that might be assumed to be hedonically positive (and thus
favorable consequators) turned out, in this study, to be hedonical ly neutral,
or close to it, especially when respondents reacted to the task as an easy one;
these terms included "It's fine," "O.K.," "It's correct," "You're right,'" and
"Thanks.

Task vs. Personality Terms. The extreme reactions to personiality terms
such as 'Idiot' (and also "Genius") have already been noted. The 'It's" items
might he regarded as task modifiers ;1nd the "You''re" t eris (including those
so impli ed, such as "'Moron!'' as person modi fi ers The T ] Cments presented to
participants fai led to make it poss ilIe to compare systemat i caly I these two
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types. Indeed, those that the investigator had supposed to be hedonically
neutral and that were rated as such were all "It's" comments. The distinc-
tion deserves further inquiry.

Individual Differences. With a sample of only seven participants not
too much can be said about differences between individuals, except that even
such a small sample revealed substantial differences. Earlier summaries of
data have indicated some of these. Some were probably due to initial un-
familiarity with the rating scale. The ratings for Job Easy, which was rated
before Job Difficult, had 26 instances of at least one rating four places from
the median among participants, whereas the Job Difficult ratings had only 8,
and there were 10 instances of extreme ratings both above and below the median
for the Job Easy task, 4 for Job Difficult. One participant showed a strong
tendency to rate items 9 when others rated them lower. Some rated an item 9,
others 5. Some terms may have created rating problems by being relatively
obscure to some individuals, such as "ghastly," "laudable," "perfunctory,"
and "reprehensible." Occasional individual ratings contrasted markedly with
those of other participants, such as a I for "It's magnificent," and a 9 for
"It's unobjectionable." Comments that produced idiosyncratic responses or
marked variance in responses should be purged from the list for any subsequent
use.

Discussion

Though this rating-scale study has not demonstrated that verbal reactions
by someone else to a person's task performance can function as verbal conse-
quators to influence the individual's subsequent performance, it opens the way
for investigating that hypothesis. As common experience tells us, it was
shown that such verbal reactions differ in the extent to which they affect
people hedonically, that is, the ways and levels in what people say they feel.
The empirical question is the degree to which such verbal comments exert in-
fluence as consequators commensurate with their influence on hedonic self-
reports. Self-report measurement through rating scales can provide some basis
for selecting potential verbal consequators to investigate this question.

Although this exploratory study should be replicated on a wider scale,
with more participants and some revisions in the verbal reactions, the present
study has suggested several significant factors to consider both in a more
definitive inquiry and in experimentation on the behavioral influence of ver-
bal consequators.

(1) A comment from another person will be reported as arousing different
amounts of feeling according to the stated (and perhaps experiienced)
difficulty level of the task toward which the comment has becen diirected.

(2) The same complimentarv comment will produce greater report ed hap-
piness when the task was a difficult one than when it was an easy one.

(3) The same derogatory comment will p roduce less reporpted uniha ppiliess
when the task was a difficult one than when it w:as in easy one.

(4) The same commen t can produce diffe rences i n mip o)tcd hippi ness or-
unhappilncss when I;asks themsicles di ffer (thollyh tm i con cl,; i on ,a
confounded, ill this studV, by a1 d 'i IteiicI'CC bCt W 'LI I the SoIICCs, 0" COIn-
ments as wel 1--a va1riable that mrclits furt1er invest 1it io1 .

4" ' " • ",€" " . -" " " . ' **f.'. -. '.. . . ." . . . . ."""' ' ' " ' " * *"' ' '. '.. . .'" ' " . . .
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(5) Some terms (e.g., "wrong") that have been employed as information
feedback in studies of the effects of knowledge of results seem to ex-
ert strong hedonic effects--which may or may not have confounded the
information variables in those studies, since their antonyms (e.g.,
"right") appear to have little or no hedonic influence. In short,
antonymous verbal reactions do not necessarily exert equivalent hedonic
impact, partly because the complimentary member of the pair may produce
little of this whereas the derogatory member may exert a great deal.
How general this bias is remains to be ascertained.

(6) People differ considerably in their rating reactions to the verbal
reactions of others about their task performance, even within a small
group of working women. The causes of such differences presumably ex-
tend beyond differences in handling a rating scale and in familiarity
with terms.

Rating scales of potential verbal consequators might serve another pur-
pose besides the experimental investigation of consequation variables. They
might be able to distinguish among individuals with respect to their sus-
ceptibility to such variables, that is, the extent to which such variables
influence performance differentially among individuals. Thus, they could con-
stitute a personality test for measuring a significant human attribute that
has only recently begun to get attention among investigators of human differ-
ences, as in studies of internal-external locus of control. Ratings of verbal
consequators should be related, through studies with large samples of partic-
ipants, to demographic and other personality variables.

Because individuals can apply verbal consequators to themselves, and
probably often do so covertly, rating scales such as those in this stud), might
also be used to examine self-worth, self-esteem, and self-concept as these
vary in task performance. Likewise it is possible they could be adapted to
personnel selection in organizations.

L"--
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MAPPING OF CONSEQUATION VARIABLES

One of the important by-products of experimental research is the cog-
itation that results from hands-on work in addition to arm-chair verbali-
zation and along with the intellectual exploration that accompanies reading
the research literature. Although consequation has often been conceptual-
ized as a fairly simple construct (Law of Effect, Reinforcement, or Knowl-
edge of Results), anyone starting to do experimental research in this field
rapidly discovers it covers a very large number of variables and states of
variables. The present investigator discovered also that the domain had
never been fully mapped--that is, all the related variables and their states
had never been listed in one publication, though Meister (1976) and Pritchard
and Mantagno (1978) have gone further than most.

It seems important to have such a map so one will know where one is
going and not get lost--that is, know what variables might be considered for
manipulation and what ought to be controlled. In the course of the present
project all probable consequation variables and their states were collected
from a large variety of sources, carefully categorized, and published in a
technical report, Variables in human consequation/feedback. This report con-
sisted principally of four comprehensive tables. Since the technical report
is readily available, its contents will not be reproduced here except to list
the major headings.

Table 1: Consequation/Feedback
A. Extent, Amount (7 subdivisions, 17 components)
B. Comparison (4 subdivisions, 15 components)
C. Type (2 subdivisions, 9 components)
D. Source (5 subdivisions, 11 components)

Table 2: Action Relationships
A. Purposes, Effects of Consequation/Feedback (4 sub-

divisions, 19 components)
B. Action Aspects (6 subdivisions, 37 components)
C. Action Relations (10 subdivisions, 35 components)

Table 3: Potentiation Relationships
A. Potentiation Aspects (7 subdlivisions, .2 components)
B. Potentiation Relations (3 subdivisions, 11 components

Table .1: Consequation Context
A. Referent (S sihdi vision 5, 1 components)
B. Receiver (2 shUbdivisioils)

Note: Man" components lihve sub-componlts.

A further task wtould bc to dcpict,, to iht" ent r''e;irch previ t, vi-
deice, how the mllny ' ri ilcs a1nd thci I' statcs *|rc i nt rre'l att' .AH~ lt %'mild
be a major proj ect il it sclIt'.

W. . . . . .
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DETLCT ION STUIDY

This exploratory study investigated how various aspects of consequation/
information beedback affected performance in a detection task. The task con-
sisted of finding on one sheet of random numbers differences (changes) from
the numbers on another sheet. The numbers %,ere printed in tcn row:, on :,

sheet. Feedback was varied in two ways: (1) An indication that tile subiect
failed to detect a difference within a string of numerals, hown immediately
to the subject reading that string. The subject received or did not receive
such feedback. (2) A comment at the end of the row that appeared if the sub-
ject had not detected a difference. There %,as (a) no comment, (hi the" coraricnt
"Miss," or the comment "Idiot." The word " wiss" was presumed to hi more or
less neutral hedonically, ,hereas "Idiot" had been rated by a numbner of other
subjects earlier as one that would have made them extremcly unhalppy if an
associate had used it to characterize a job they had done.

Procedures

Indications that a subject had failed to detect a difference consisted
of filled rectangles that appeared under a nur, ra] string if the ;tb.uct raln
a special marker device under the string. The subject was instroctcd hef,,rc-
hand to refrain from running the marker under -a string in ihich ;n'he '>a. a
difference. Thus, the filled rectangle wo I apipear only if the sib ct f.1i1 Ild
to detect a difference, and the sabject Would get immcdi ate fce Ihack to t ht

effect. There was no feedback for false positives, Where the oh Lct re-
frained from underlining a string where there was no difference, hut these *
could be counted as well as the misses.

The subject was instructed that if a rectangle did appear, he '-e sbhtlld
continue moving the marker from the end of the row to t he ed-e of thew paper.
In the condition of no comment feedback, i word appered In tihe c nd on
of comment feedback, either "Mi ss" or "Idiot" appeared, depcindi n, on t he .\
perimental condition. Neither of these, however, ,ould appear onlIcs the soUh
ject had failed to make a detection.

The numeral sheets ol which the stilijcct used the mairker wcrc pr e::irk d
and preprinted ith a chemical (A.. B. Ilick litcnt ima re->. Fit ,ile tht.
rectangles and words invi sible n less the marker 1assed o\,.r t .be>

Subjects were told initially that tilt' c p rI h ent ,i t'- .e-- ent i a11\ I 11 I1)

vestigation of pattern percept ion. The ri cht-liinid h- th.t t), .r; , I
marked had different stpacin s between st i- " ,I !)'i erals Ira: 1, :t I :
page with which the subject compared it. N, thi sob net wi n t .r, ,
spacings differed in the number of spaces and I,% 1rCI' t i r"
In addit ion, aga in as the subject ,as told, t Ke orer K w , .tr n i :* .,
reversed. The reason for the inst ret ion :tII':t 'at ii " , , ,
duce the sub iect to scan a Iir, Li i r.iin, .. tv,,, ho t: :,
print, and t hus tthe i nori I I ,1,1 1* t 111L V M !. - t i

In) e I s t heIS stI I e . .\n nv. 1 l ' I I Ilcd I C , I : L ,
locat ioll Ohere t here 1 wa a i:Itt c I'll d t' W en I K .t ' C
and tile Co11pg1 isOl (le'ft-1han(1 'p. 1.'. li. . i . ' Ii hc :1
above every loc.it inn where hel'.' not i tl J .11 e ..
order. Such det ect ion.; %%Ot: 1 I Ll 1 i -'1 I I,. I, i 1! '1

circle. Each sesion be iii ,ith palt t ti Iil t I. .. .. t. ,!(I

a.

r. r . ~ *'***~a *' . a y' * * %.*% ' . ~. . . - .. . .
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(see below) , two part ic i pant -, took part Iii t I N t uN , in d a t h Ird part I I ilt I il
was planned. [or cachi part ic ilpant , there Where- nline one - hour s jo *in one
case all on the same day huth a pproximait ely tenl Milnutte-, betiheenl ins nn 1

the other case 6i th interval s hetwcen sevss ion,~ ranti int: fromt -I halIf da,% to
several dayvs. The dat a had niot beent processe d ait It he t IMe Of 1,11 rIt 1 11' t hIl
report . There werv si x expcrimenit a condition-;, in tte Order A\C1 HN",llIt
described in Table I , it 'I part i cipauit Iencoiunteriui' I ,L% Il to ()OC 1) 1 11011edYI

pages ot random peitr1 Ivir 11Wio. ,ht hr timed! Itird told "o) 't( Iccs
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and three of one space hetween strings instead of two. (In the unchanged
sheets, two-thirds of the spacings between strings were single cpaces, one-
third were double spaces). Thcre were two instances on each sheet of the
following: leaving a space and creating two strings: insertion of a space
within a string, creating two strings; omission of cpacing bctwcen strings,
creating one string instead of two; and inserting a numeral betheen strins,
creating one string instead of two. Pattern differences were allocated ran-
domly in the same fashion as numeral differences. There were 14 per page.

The production process consisted of marking off rows in a table of random
numbers into numeral strings of the various lengths. tring lengths were al-
located by rotatin,., the ten string lengths (four to 13 numerals) throtgh the
approximately 1( string positions on a sheet with a random number tabl,. A
noted, there ,ere four different string arrangements, each With two rIndoITl
numeral selections. lhe eight d ivided-up random numhcr tables ,erc typed in t o

a word processor. The nunreral and pattern differences tere then put into thc
word procesor, after it first prodIuced 1l0-ro, original shcet:, lithoot them,
to create the differuncc sheets. The word proces sor then pruduced t ,o addi-
tional rot% arrangements (complete vertical reversals Ind reversals within
pairs of ro,s) for hoth the original and difference conditi on. Thanks to
the word processor, retVp i ng of entire pages Was not rei(jn ired for either thle
two rot, conditions involving reversals or for the insertion of pattern and
numeral di fference.

Preliminary Sessions

[Due to the nove It v of the t echni que of detect i ng differences among nuhers
and pattcern- in comiarii , two :arrays of random numbers, it was necc,;sary to
conduct soac one.-hour p re limi m n irv sessions ,,ith ten particip ii nt- ( workin.g
women in a stuburban technica!/industril park), to g :in familiaritv ,ith t h,
t echn ,i l , Plncc rt int ls nc I tiudd: ) 03hat iropert ioP ol I:,isses fai led
detection-,) ,i ht be expected t') ho, varvin dens it i ,< of di fIrcncC
(percent A .e 0.' tlihe uer ir in a rra In i i.ht affect the m lrte; (ra tc
wh(,tth.,r -(,w kirid- o f d i tfoerteicc< ksOtnld rc,,ult i n more or f.,lcr mi-vc',e thlan
others, or pcrhal,- virtulill\ nrr:. (1) ho% long It so Id tike ,or? ic ',n? ,
compa rL' t ,, k' ,i rli',-, , and ha ,6 1.1t would ha pcn i t I nc I i:i , t w'e p1 Aced o n

thc COnp. I' 1 (',. "
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The results showed an overall medi an percent age of mii ses ("jth no t imen
limit) at 30, indicating that this technique couild produce a iiihtant iai IL1numer
of misses; thc medilan,, across part ici pants for the thlree dens it ies were 20 pe-r-
cent , 40 perc ent , and 29 perc ent .The med i an, amonP pa rt i c i pant ., (wit 1 no0 t IMe

limits) was 31 , with a range from U ( to 40 percent ;part i ei pant /densi, I t v per -
centages, ranged from 101 t 6.1 perf-ent .Ihere iere i nd icat i on,, hit dciis it i es

of 20 and 45 resuilt ed in somewhat hli ghcr m iss; percent ages t han t he dens, i t Y of
10 di fferences per page, but there was. no evidence t hat perce-nt ages, increased
with density above 20. The imposit ion of a time limit secmed to lake little.
differene in the total of' mi sscs; or of false pos it ivces, ilhen i&rPltii

were not counted asmsss ime limiits that g:ave -)() percent li~.tme to-
complete a paie resti ited in m:inv i ncomp letion.,; and the ;;)M( L0111. d occur it h
small Ier red IIC t Ion. It wats a ppa re nt t hat i m p,1- i n 'i a t im ni liI t i n t h i -, t ais V
COtild he a trick,., operjt ion it it was desi rablec to voi d incoocilet ionl, l au.
judging the appropriaitoc lim-,it touIl he' di ffit.cult . .i'%-e ere foud to he
distributed tmi~ t ypes; of di ffcrene %within a rango. of, 1( toc ' p 23 (-- Ti t

(except for two of the pcigdifferences, wAhich were- 71i ssedk much more. trc-
quent ly). Howeve-r, there was some variit ion among' , part i c i pant - l! in1 a 11,
though these out comes %,ere based s im Ivl on inspect ion of thle dait a an1Tho IdOJL
not be viewed a- on C0lu~s iVe, they aided the inetigtrinte) lpi the
proceduires for thle -1tkud\' de';crihed eairl icr, thalt,01, wolA o. -s Inl All ;)I ]0t
work, they also produced some cant ions: (1)I on 't l et part i ci pant s po int at
changed Str i ncs wit h a penc il or a finger in a nubr nnhe erutin x , and
(2) don 't .,( lee t -is pa rt icipant s accountiiig or purchas i ni pe r onne I who nor
With nu~Mbers all day lonig, every working day.

BackIgroun-d

In human information process mc:, a frequent and iptan"11t~~ t tsk i s the
detect ion Of mistakoes inl alphanumperic mnaterials. This; tja occuirs in the
self- detect ion o~f- mater ial I bing, tyvped by see ret a r is aid >t cliolrapjhe rs iln
transcrilhi ni :rom shorthand, lonhand or -thr t eped copy., or be i rw t vped
b)- thle an1t hOrs of the, mateial,1 MIe~ IysA i t o)curs in ;osI -t vp 1n1
proofreAd i ii.', hI, cr eica I pcr-onne I , atit hors , pri ill en; , an11d p'1_e0 C<-i on:i I
proo f rede1r- I-or pub I i Ahvrs 1. li aval Iiand ot her 2i i i t~i- ()It t o lper ,1 t~ in. i I lre
to detteel errors, cotmm:ittedJ i n1 rI'r 11i i' odeCd or t e.\t Iiii I tr i i I coo Id resul
Inl some ii .,fort11ine . POurneI t'011foud t hat i nde - term; !i ip c I ii r- i neLL!
as hight1 a ."_3 pe(.rcent I fi a ASeCt Of compu11ter da:t ha

I-or t hii ', stud., I t wAs"o LL tlcdt to1 T ke r cof YC. JId1i) .1 1 -01!( 1
(let cket ion. 'I herkr 11tii c (1 en cr~ do.t Il In thec rk-,. I rkh 'nI k kt I' ftt
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very sparse; an inquiry that included the local chapter of the Intcrnat ional
Typographical Union and several professional cditors for organizations, as
well as the Government Printing Office, and USI)A Graduate School (hoth of
which give courses in proofreading), turned i n oil y a rat her superf'icial text
by Lasky (19S4). Thompson et a . (1979) reportcd a s;t tdy pert i liint t o tht
present one in which a typist proofread her own copy for error,; and rccorded
the erron she found and whether the letters in which errors occurred were re-
turned to her for retyping. This post-t -ping ;elf-monitorin ': resulted in a
considerable decrease of omi.ssion and substitut ion (but not grammatical) errors
and of pages returned to he retyped.

The most significant p.ychological ttiV found in the literature %,:I, I)l
Crosland (192 1), which Aas discovered after the prel inn iJirv Mi)-0 in this ld .\
was completed. Crosland inse rtcd into textual materiali fron yeral ye> iif

periodical, s .1 kinds oif typographical errors, inc LI idin,, mi :-p( I I n., ps tnct tI-
ation errors, ,ord omissions, and wrong typc facCs , it ith a dens it y of abot
100 or So per page'lc. His 30 participants, in five grt)ups of diffcrinig expcri.nce
with printed matcrials, read and marked the errors they found . The ove r: I I
percentzae of 7isses for three different kinds of materials ,ith the hi her

density were 2.i., 32.- , and 3..6, and the percentage for the lowcr densiit%
was 43.4. Individual differences were extensive. The invcst i ator's vo lti n)i otis
report contains analvscs of the effects of different kinds of t y;og:raph i cal
errors, different kinds of readers, rereading, and pract ice.

The present study t,as hased on random numbers instead of textual matcrial
because it had a i, ithin- ) ec experimental desi jn and it .as recessarv to
obviate the learning effects that would presum;ab]v occur if rart ic':iant s.n-

countered the same text rcpeatedlv, -with feedback about mi sses. It also seemed
desirable to exclude t vpo.raphical error- that might depend on an individual's
educational level and that mi i,ht he sub i ect to "learninv." Urini ii ti, st udv,
such as spellinv and grammati cal errors duc to i griorantcc. Certa in other- t pes,
such as type font and type errat icite, %,ere also excluded :i itifcasiblc ,ith
typed copy. l.mphasi s ia placed on errors that A part ictlpant-rcadcr %Illd ,

readi I v acknolled.Ce ias errors it' they - ore pointed out to h1 Tr- bCaule a
literate reader %,oud asre.d lv hive learned tht 'orrtect \er;;ii ,arlv iii
life. To get a handle on these, variotis souirces Ntrc cx:imiitd, inc li i Ii,
the errors t;l ass and Singer had inlrodiced i nto t he .JiMii' . gcb-' text. Odd I
a valuahble sotirc' etl. the 7 t h armiaI rpt of t lit r 'onuw1, i research

P'Jciety 91!)76), which cont'iinled Il0 t. piicraphica crro,".

Aria I e- of t li, s ources '.hot'd t hit the t vc- Of ml!)k rl I '.,'rorK' !nT I onicd
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COD)I NG STVUDY

The purpose of this study was to find out hlow various kirids of verbally
aversive feedback ( consequat ion) would a ffect accuracy per formance i n a cod-
ing task. That task consisted of t ransformati ons between two ailphanrumeri c
codes , inclIud ing both encoding and dCc od i ng, W itibout e Iabo rat i on or redurc tion
and independent of catcgori zat ion. The codes consi sted of raindomly selected
numbers and let ters , a tact ic toiat hlas; been favored before (Anderson , 1080).
Since such codes are al ready we] ]-1learned in literate participaints, it has
assumed th;;t feedback 60ould a ffec.t perfor1) MnCe onl y and not also i nvolv e
l ea rn ing. As in other studies in this proje'ct, the random selec-tion of di f-
ferent but Cqili Valenlt code comp)onenltS Would ma;ke it p055 iblv to general~te ill-
put materials thiat the same pajrtici pant could repeated] u ncounter withbout
mnrori zi og part icular input.s that hould himake subsequent perforimance easier.

But as in the other studies, it had not been foreseen how, difficult it
would be to generate and present information processing problems.- to par)t ici -

pants so they would continUe to make enough errors to reflect differential
effects from thle states of' an independent variable involvi ng consequit 100.

As a resuIt , all nine three- hour sessions that were conducted , w ith eight
participants, were devoted to trying to find a task that w-ould occasion)
enough err-ors, and thle st udy never reached thle point of introduLcing the con -

sequat ion variable. However, thle process of seek inrg a viable method to as -

Sure participant errors has some interest inl itself.

The process took place in two parts. In each, thle codeCs were the eight
numbers 2-9 and 21 letters (A and :being omitted) , the same eight letters
occurring inl each problem. In the first, with seven sessions and as manly
part ici pants, a part ici pant encounlte red foul' Pairs Of rows , one row of num17e r-
als and one row of letters, alternat ing in vert ical order. Thie part ici pant
started with one of the numbers in the top row, identified the letter below
it, found this letter in another row of eight letters, selected the numeral
in the row undelr i t, found that number in another row of e iIrt nume ra I s,
selected the let ter Under it , found that let ter in another row of let ters,
and selected the numeral under it . That was the correct answer. To re i ste r
i t, the part i cipant found and ma rked i t in an 8 x S iia t r ix of nume ralIs On tile
answer sheet. The participant did this for all eight top- row nunIer01a Is. Ill
these transformat ions Lencodinrg and deCcodin ) , tile pIIt ic i Pant 1'C lied no0t on
Memory of i ntercode translIat iorns but o ili lar,111: posit ions inl a irow , wh i ch
kept chang inrig Thus, thle a lphianune ri e transforim't ionl invwol1ved posit ionl cod -
ilig, that is, sequenltjl i a pS it ionls. Very ; Ce erors reLsullted. Speed inrg tip
the process by g ivinrg siml 1 1 rrounlt s of' moley aIs posit ive reinriorcers for go-
ing fast er or by taik in mtionrey aiway for riot i~o i lit fast e notoli still fa iled to

produce ianv errors. Part ic iparrt reported t hey wt;ere t r'v i nr1 to be accir'ate,
though t hey had r cc i Ved rio iris t riic t i on t o t hi s eftect

A nkimnihr of aIt errit r xc stcmes werc t riLed o11t . I11ThrAwretrIrs -

ftorrrrat i~l' forus trotHiumerI- to riume r I- urn11 from letterI' to) letter'. ta s

CO 'rev sPorid i ruu ronc T1 r11(1 i a riot her. row,''Ic t lie iMbe1W r be low hat , uric) So) on
(2) Rows of ritiuuuer',u1 Iard Ilet t cr1's wee I splice J o CkS0COrr'e-Spo1) 11 poCs)- it 0 orn
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in rows (the coding transformation) were not vertically in line. (3) Let-
ters and numerals were arranged in columns rather than rows. (4) New pairs
of rows were placed on successive pages of a booklet rather than on the same
sheet. (5) The participant had to make transformations between three-number
units and three-letter units. (6) Participants had to proceed from right to
left instead of left to right in selecting numerals initially. (7) A clock
code replaced the 24-letter code. None of these various arrangements raised
the error rate from 0-5..

(8) An arithmetic operation was introduced. Each time the participant
made a transformation, he/she had to add or subtract one number or one
letter to get the next higher or lower one in sequence for the next transfor-
mation. (9) The total number of transformations was doubled or tripled by re-
quiring the participant to recycle through the material for each of tile eight
starting numerals in each problem. (10) Double recycling in combination with
the arithmetic operation generated the largest proportion of errors but these
included errors due to the participant's forgetting where he/she was in the
recycling process, a type of error different from simply making a transforma-
tion error. In addition, this procedure required five minutes per problem
of eight trials. (11) A preferable combination was a single recycle with the
arithmetic operation and some monetary reinforcement to go fast. This pro-
duced 5-15% error. However, each problem of eight trials required three
minu %es.

It was estimated that instead of the total time originally set aside
for testing the feedback variable, at least twice as much time would be needed
per participant (and for tile coding task) with either a larger number of
shorter problems/trials yielding the lower error rates or with about the same
number of problems/trials with each taking longer and yielding the higher
error rates. An alternative would be to reduce the number of participants,
running each of four or five (instead of ten) in a time-series multiple base-
line design divided between tile two arrangements.

In the two sessions of the second part of the exploration process, the
single participant encouTtered (01 pairs of numerals and letters in blocks of
eight rows and eight columns. In a random fashion, in half the pairs the
numeral was first, in tile other half the letter. No numeral or letter was
repeated within a row. It was thought this arrangement mi ght lead to more
processing errors. The participant followed these instructions; the inves-
tigator wrote down the participant's responses:

When I say "Go," call out tile first numeral in the top row. Immed i-
ately next to it is a letter. Find that letter in the second row.
Immediately next to it is a numeral. Find that numeral in the third
row. Immediately next to it is a letter. Find that letter in the
next row. Proceed in this way until yvon come to the hottom row. Ca ill
out the numeral or letter yon end ip with. That letter, or the letter
next to tihe nimern VaI vonl cil'd nut, is the one t lat corrCspolds to tile
numeral you began with.

Go through this procediire as fas;t is yon c111 . \s sooll a ' Voil I\lve
called out tihe hott0tH l rlPa i or lettIer, st rt the p rocedt c a.ltl
With the second nmeral in thc top row. ReIpeat 11til Vo 1 *o havc
started with all eig'ht numerails il the top row. If Yon I tlrt w ith

., 1..
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the wrong numeral, I'll correct you. You will be timed for each time
you go through the rows. Once you'vc proceeded from one row to the
next, don't go back, even if you think you got mixed up.

The participant, who was not permitted to write anything down, traversed
each block eight times, and completed eight blocks (64 responses) without mak-
ing a mistake, except in the first two; the time to complete a block dropped
by 25 percent. The participant also made transformations starting with a
letter in the top row and ending with a numeral in the bottom row, with only
one error in four blocks (S2 responses). In one numeral-first and one letter-
first block there was a space between numeral and letter within a pair and
two spaces instead of one between pairs in a row and between rows. This spac-
ing had no apparent effect on error rate or time.

In a subsequent session the task was made more complex. The procedure
was similar, but the participant had to start with the two numerals in the
first two numeral-letter pairs, find in the second row the two corresponding
letters, paired there with different numerals, find those numerals in the next
row, paired there with different letters, and so on to the bottom row of the
block. Numeral-letter order still varied within pairs. With this task the
participant began to produce a few errors and took almost three times longer
to traverse a block. The increased load on short-term memory, combined with
the different numeral-letter orders, presumably was the cause.

To test the limits, the participant was instructed to follow the same pro-
cedure but with three numerals at a time, then three letters, then three
numerals, and so forth. The participant made more errors, got "lost" twice
and took twice as long as before.

In a further variation of procedure, the participant went back to single
numerals and letters at a time within a block but had to work with tw'o blocks
at a time. Parallel transformations had to be made in each block (and, ;as in
all the other transformations, held in memory storage) before proceeding to the
next. In one traversal the subject got lost three times and made six errors
otherwise (out of 16 responses), taking about as long as in the three-numeral,
three-letter procedure.

A final procedure consisted of comb ining the two-numeral, two-letter re-
quirement with the two-block procedure. The participant tried one traversal,
got lost, and said "I don't think I can do this."

Although this account can p rovide no conclusions, bein, haised on one
part icipant and a small number of triaIls, it imav point the way towaird a codin.g i
task with numeral and letter codes that would be difficult enough to generate
errors for a test of consequation effects.

e-. ,.. .
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